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Food supply
{Continued from Page 122)

courage to gut it so plainly,
is that we have the energy
supply to insure a high
standard of living and the
arms to defend it, so let’s let
others starve. I find this
morally unacceptable, but I
would at least respect them
(so-called intellectuals)
more if they stated it plainly
rather than couchmg in
psuedo-mtellectual sophis-
ms.”
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In his address to the farm
group, Krull stated that
many of them may be
wondering why he was
delving into such a topic, but
explainedthe tie-in.

“Many of these same
critics are also leveling
charges at our farm
production practices. There
is a world energy crisis and
it will undoubtedly get
worse,” he claimed.

Noting that agriculture
uses a significant amount of
energy for fertilizer
production and fuel, he
stated that abundant,
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inexpensive energy was a
prime reason that farmers
have been able to produce so
efficiently.

“My job is to breed
hybrids that can maximize
yield under management,
but there are no types that
can getby without water and
fertilizer. If weexpect toeat,
we will have to allocate the
energy supply to do so, even
if it means trade-offs for
other energy uses.

“I, somehow, am not very
sympathetic to the
suggestion of using less
energy for adequate food
production m order that the
energycan be usedso people
can continue to drive their
over-sized cars from their
over-sized, over-heated
homes to their over-heated
offices.”

Krull closed by saying that

some people are being heard
discussing the balance of
nature in “hushed tones.”
They do not, however, ad-
vocate closing medical
schools or starting a major
war, and neither dees he.
People must keep in mind
that there are limits to
population and there are
limits to the environment,
and that we must continue to
modify they mythical
balance of nature if all
nations areto survive.

“I, for one, am for people
rather than other species. It
is perhaps old-fashioned, but
I tend to take literally the
Biblical injunction ‘to be
fruitful and multiply and
replenish the earth, and
subdue it.’

“Our best chances for the
future lie with farmers such
as yourselves, efficiently
producing tremendous
amounts of foodwithmodern
agricultural technology,”
Krull told the group.

PSU Awards
(Continued from Page 121) Award from the New Jersey

College of Agriculture and
Distinguished Alumnus
Award from Penn State.

tension Award from the
American Dairy Science
Association, Distinguished
Service Award from the
American Farm Bureau,
Livestock Improvement
Award from the Italian
Government, and New
Jersey Department of
Agriculture Distinguished
Service Award.

Other honors include the
George H. Cook Memorial

Perry and his wife, the
former Alberta Vail, ofErie,
are the parents of three
children: Mrs. Edward
Gruber, -Jr., of West
Chester; Wilbur Perry, of
Lake Forest, Illinois; and
Howard Perry, of Miami,
Florida.

Anti-nuclear meet set
STATE COLLEGE - In the

aftermath of the Three Mile
Island, Umt 2, accident,
.Pennsylvania's En-
vironmental Coalition on
Nuclear Power (ECNP)
announced recently that its
statewide meeting on April
21 in Harrisburg will be open
to all public-interest groups
and concerned citizens
through the state who want
to join ECNP in opposing
continued use of nuclear
power.

Plans will be laid for
coordinating public and
political activities to bring

about the orderly shutdown
of all nuclear facilities af-
fecting the people of Penn-
sylvania and elsewhere.
Attendees will coordinate
plans for Pennsylvania
participation in the proposed
national demonstration
against nuclear power
tentatively scheduled to be
held in Washington, D.C. in
early May.

For further information,
contact Dr. Judith Johnsrud,
Co-Director, Enviromental
Coalition on Nuclear Power,
433 Orlando Avenue, State

'College, Pa. 16801, or phone
814-237-3900.


